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PROBLEM

COVID-19 pandemic has led to widespread N95 mask usage and the menace of mask-related 
adverse effects.[1] Different people prefer different types of masks. Often health-care workers do 
not get to decide the type of mask they receive during their work. With the advent of COVID-19 
vaccines, the budgetary allocation for appropriate masks is likely to decrease. Earloop masks 
cause pain, erosions, and macerations at the ear and slippage of spectacles due to the eversion 
of ears. Loop extenders and folding the loops on the spectacle partially alleviate these adverse 
effects, but contact and friction at the superior fold of earlobe persist.[2] Overhead masks lead 
to headache, lifting of hair, and pressure alopecia. Non-adjustable overhead masks also cause 
relatively more pressure at the nose and respiratory exertion compared to adjustable overhead 
and earloop masks.

SOLUTION

We present a simple “cut and tie” method to convert earloop masks to adjustable overhead masks 
and vice versa so that the masks can be specifically adapted to the user’s preference. To convert an 
earloop mask to an overhead mask, cut its loops in the middle, tie both sides of upper and lower 
ends with extra elastic piece [Figure 1 and Video 1]. Wear the mask and tie the elastic piece onto 
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Figure 1: Conversion of earloop mask to overhead mask.
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itself at the back of the head as per comfort. Alternatively, 
the beaded elastic of a used overhead mask can be used. 
Masks should not be reused but their elastic pieces can be 
reused. e resultant overhead mask gives a snug fit without 
any pressure on the ears. To convert an overhead mask into 
earloop mask, cut its elastic bands in the middle and tie 
upper and lower ends of each side [Figure 2 and Video 2]. e 
resultant earloop masks do not cause any pressure at the back 
of the head and less pressure at the nose.
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Video 1: Conversion of earloop mask to overhead 
mask.

Video 2: Conversion of overhead mask to earloop 
mask.

Figure 2: Conversion of overhead mask to earloop mask.


